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•Born Global (Melen, 2009)
•Lead user method (von Hippel, 2005)
•Co-creation (Prahalad et al, 2004)
•Virtual Customer Environment (VCE) (Nambisan & Nambisan, 2008) components of 
customer experience, affecting the level of innovation:

Hedonic, Pragmatic, Sociability, Usability 
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•Process design related findings:
VCE customer experience components are valuable for designing process but would be 

•Main challenges experienced in organizing and running the workshop:
Pre-workshop
•Attracting people and managing several withdrawals/no-shows (50%) 

During workshop:
•Keep a desirable level of “flow” in participants, some people admitted multi-tasking during the 
WS

•Need of facilitator/moderator to stimulate user participation
•Participant feedback was overall very positive – some participants’ comments:

“The process was very fluid. I seemed to think that the workshop was a success from my 
perspective” 

“I thought the process was really excellent. The table and the brainboard technologies 
made it easy for everyone to contribute ideas.”

•Limitations: 
•Demographic sample is biased because attracted mainly lead users of virtual worlds
•The case study is limited to one specific service type and market.

Research methodology
Design Science Research approach, a research approach that is increasingly applied in the field 

of Information Systems research. The philosophy behind Design Research is that new 
scientific knowledge can be generated by means of constructing an artifact (Guba & Lincoln, 
1994; Vaishnavi & Kuechler, 2004; Hevner, March, Park & Ram, 2004).

•The service industry is one of the largest industry in OECD countries (employees, revenues), 
consisting mainly, 98 percent, of Small Medium Enterprises (SMEs). 
•E-service sector groups the organizations offering their services via digital networks, in a 
market at global level characterized by strong competition, where internationalization as well 
as innovation are considered as critical factors. 
•Successful innovation, especially for services delivered through the internet (Voss, 2000), 
benefits from involving users (von Hippel, 2005; Chesbrough, 2003; Prahalad et al., 2004) 
during the ideation and design process, offering the opportunity for companies to acquire 
knowledge about foreign markets through the involvement of foreign users. 
•User involvement and knowledge-gathering activities may prove, to be 
particularly challenging for small firms, which have limited financial and managerial 
resources. 
•Virtual worlds (VWs), 3 dimensional digital environments has shown potential to be 
used for involving users in product innovation process (Kohler et al, 2009).

Research Goal:
Develop and evaluate a user innovation process for e-service SMEs interested in 

gaining knowledge on foreign market and users's need.
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Step 1: Get Inspired

•Welcome the participants
•Providing running gear 
•Invite participants in taking an experiential run on the 
track

•Introduction to the Workshop purpose

Step 2: Get Active

Step 3: Get Creative Step 4: Get Critical

•Discussion in breakout sessions
•Discussion is rooted on the local running environments 
of the participants, investigating:

>Needs
>Trends

•Tools used:
>Discussion table
>Moderator

•Discussion focuses more on the specific, 
focus on the RunAlong case:

>Values
>Features

•Tools used:
>Discussion table
>Moderator

•Plenary setting
•Presentation of breakout sessions outcomes
•Input and voting on values and features by participants
•Concluding recap by entrepreneur

•Tools used:
>Brainboard
>Moderator

Case study:
• Swedish web startup
• Started in April 2009
• Web community for runners
• Designed using a user innovation approach involving the user 

Needs: 
• Involving a broader and more international audience in the ideation process
• Learning more about foreign markets for potential internationalization
• Identify values and functionalities for the community

Workshop area

:	  research	  artifact

•Research participatory observation
•Web–survey after the workshop, focusing on:

•Interviews with selected participants
•Panel of experts, from several disciplines, evaluating the final workshop outcomes.

The goal of the evaluation is to assess the effectiveness of the innovation process in terms of knowledge 
exchange and suitability of the process to pursue user innovation, but also gathering inputs aiming 
to refine and improve the process.

Four components of Nambisan & Nambisan’s (2008) successful virtual customer 
environment (VCE) to better understand how well our workshop fulfilled these components:

>pragmatic (experience of gathering information about the product/service)
>sociability (perception that member of a group or community)
>usability (quality of the human-computer interactions)
>hedonic (feeling of being mentally stimulated or of entertainment) 

In addition, we asked one question related to “flow” (Hoffman et al, 2000), a state of mind 
experienced by users when fully engaged in a task, that lead to intrinsic reward. This intrinsic 
reward, according to Amabile (1996) is one of the main drivers of users creativity.


